
Claude AI Prompt: Write a one-page essay about Grand World Phu Quoc. Include information 

about the architect, design integration, sustainable features, and its purpose. 

 

 

The Grand World Phu Quoc Welcome Center: An Architectural Gateway to a Luxury Coastal 

Resort 

Rising from the shores of Vietnam's Phu Quoc island, the Grand World Phu Quoc Welcome 

Center stands as an architectural portal welcoming guests into a sprawling luxury resort 

complex. Designed by noted firm VTN Architects, the visually striking welcome center employs 

innovative design elements that immerse visitors in a contemporary tropical atmosphere. 

The welcome center's most notable feature is its flowing, wave-like roof structure. Constructed 

from layered silver and grey metal panels, the roof spans over 1600 square meters in a dramatic 

curved sculpture that evokes a sense of motion and ocean winds. Beneath this rippling canopy, 

two slender white pillars stand 25 meters tall to mark the entrance with a gateway effect. Inside, 

an expansive lobby features soaring 16-meter ceilings and abundant natural light filtering 

through glass walls integrated with horizontal and vertical facade panels. Geometric wall 

textures, polished concrete floors, and minimalist pendant lighting complement the modern, 

sophisticated interior. 

 

The most notable feature of the welcome center is its eye-catching curved roof structure. 

Resembling windswept waves or billowing sheets of fabric, the roof consists of layered metal 

panels in shimmering shades of silver and grey. The curved contours give the roof an organic, 

flowing appearance while the layered panels evoke a sense of fluid motion and dynamism. 

Beneath the undulating roofline, the entrance of the welcome center is marked by two slender 

white pillars that tower over arriving visitors like sentinel guards. 
 

Inside, the welcome center lobby provides a modern and minimalist sanctuary of natural 

shapes, sunlight, and sleek finishes. The high ceilings create an airy, open atmosphere while 

geometric wall panels made of pale wood add visual interest. Full height windows allow 

abundant natural light to filter in, accentuating the smooth curves and contours of the interior 

space. The minimalist, nature-inspired aesthetic establishes a sense of harmony between the 

built environment and the center's coastal surroundings.  
 

From its rippling roof to its light-filled interior, the Grand World Phu Quoc Welcome Center 

employs innovative architectural forms and a thoughtful design ethos to create a gateway 

experience that immerses guests in the resort's distinctive sense of place. The welcome center 

sets the stage for the luxurious escapism of the broader Grand World Phu Quoc complex, 

beckoning visitors into a contemporary tropical haven imbued with grace and visual drama. With 

its poetic fusion of nature, light, and sculptural beauty, the welcome center is a small but 

remarkable architectural gem marking the entrance to an exquisite island resort. 
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